
I am so thrilled and excited to share with you the first issue of Unicorn Insight's Newsletter  Unicorn 
Sparkle. At Unicorn Insight we believe in Magical way of living. We believe that however difficult your 
situation is , you are never stuck and you always have a way out..

Who inspired me this month : 
I am inspired by Tim Ferris after reading 'The 4 hour Work Week'. This book is certainly a treasure that 
enables you to inspire your growth as a highly successful entrepreneur by ditching the mediocre lifestyle. 

Food for my Brain
What am I reading :Currently I am reading 2 books - The Autobiography of a Yogi by Parmahansa
Yogananda and the 4 Hour Work Week by Tim Ferris. Both books are life changers in their way
What am I watching : I am currently watching a lot of videos from Burt Goldman on Quantum jumping .It 
has created a paradigm shift in my life. I am also watching a few Webinars from Mindvalley – on boy it is 
so empowering
What am I listening to : As always I love my Zumba music as it helps me keep charged up on energy and 
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What am I listening to : As always I love my Zumba music as it helps me keep charged up on energy and 
gives me creative ideas. Additionally I am also listening to the amazing Mindfulness app – Insight Timer

Quote for the month:
Going with the theme of love , here is a beautiful quote I d like to share
"The best love is the kind that awakens the soul and makes us reach for more, that plants a fire in our 
hearts and brings peace to our minds. And that's what you've given me. That's what I'd hoped to give you 
forever."
- The Notebook

We are excited for: 
February - known as the month of Love - and such a wonderful time to launch our Newsletter. Having 
said that our Youtube Channel just crossed 100 subscribers.T his month we have so much coming up with 
the theme of Love. Our Summit Webinar features 3 experts who I will be interviewing on the matter of 
Love and Relationships.

Tip of the Month :
Take time out for some quality time with your spouse. Singles – book a full day of pampering session or 
simply take yourself out

Our New Launches :
We ll be also launching 2 brand new journals in association with Colors with Nish. So stay tuned to place 
orders. We are also happy to launch our Podcasts.
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Upcoming Events
9th Feb: Zen Hour Himalayan 
Sound Bowl Healing with 
Devidatta (guest teacher)
10th Feb : (Online) 21 Days 
Personal Transformation
16th Feb : Reiki Level 1
17th-20th Feb : (Online) Money is 
not the Problem

Unicorn Cafe is a meet up initiative by Unicorn 
Insight - Targeted to bring people together and 
talk about and discuss magical concepts 
relating to personal growth and development.
It is held once or twice a month depending on 
the participants .
Who can Participate : Both Men and Women 
can attend .Open to 
Entrepreneurs,Corporates,Students,Homemake
rs, Professionals ,Artists - basically everyone
Where is it held
We have different chapters. We meet in a Cafe 
or Co working space nearby. The first one was 
held in Mumbai - Shivaji Park area ( my 
hometown)

Upcoming Meets
15th Feb : Mumbai Western Suburbs
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not the Problem
22nd Feb : Angel and Archangel 
Therapy
24th-28th Feb: Online Webinar--
Happily Ever After

15th Feb : Mumbai Western Suburbs
23rd Feb : New Bombay
How do we participate?
You have to be a part of Unicorn University 
group to participate but if not you can still get 
in touch. And whenever it is in your area - or 
city simply register to drop in.
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